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Abstract: I review several theoretical and empirical developments relevant
to assessing contemporary virtue epistemology’s theory of knowledge. What
emerges is a leaner theory of knowledge that is more empirically adequate,
better captures the ordinary conception of knowledge, and is ripe for crossfertilization with cognitive science. I call this view abilism. Along the way I
identify several topics for future research.
1. Introduction
The basic idea behind what is nowadays called “virtue epistemology” is an
cient. The basic idea is that we are endowed with certain cognitive powers,
such as perception, memory and inference. When we accurately represent
and accept information through the operation of these powers, we have
knowledge. That’s what knowledge is. On my reading, this basic idea has
been endorsed by Aristotle, Hume, Reid, Peirce, Russell, Sellars and others
in the history of philosophy. On the contemporary scene, the basic idea has
been elaborated and defended in various ways, most notably by Linda Za
gzebski (1996, 2009), Ernest Sosa (1991, 2007, 2011), John Greco (1993,
2010), and myself (2010, 2011). If contemporary virtue epistemology had
to be boiled down to a simple slogan, it could be this: knowledge is true be
lief manifesting intellectual virtue. Intellectual virtues are defined as (some
subset of the) reliable cognitive abilities or traits (for overviews of the field,
see Greco & Turri 2011 and Greco & Turri 2012; for alternative takes on
virtue epistemology, see Kvanvig 1992, Roberts & Wood 2007, and Baehr
*
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2011).
Virtue epistemologists have identified three main theoretical benefits of
their view. First, it explains why knowledge is better than mere true belief,
which has been a central philosophical issue ever since Plato’s Meno (for an
overview, see Pritchard & Turri 2011). We value achievement over mere
success, at least when the outcome is good or neutral. For example, compare
a canvas painting whose pleasing lines manifest the painter’s artistic powers
to a painting whose pleasing lines are due to a janitor accidentally spilling
some cleaning supplies on it (example adapted from Sosa 2003). The former
is better than the latter. Similarly, compare a stretch of cognition whose
eventual true belief manifests the agent’s cognitive powers to a true belief
due to a lucky guess or quirky intervention. The former is better than the
latter (Riggs 2002).
Second, virtue epistemology places knowledge attribution in a familiar
pattern, which is thought to be important because understanding the logic
and purpose of knowledge attributions is arguably the most prominent
theme in contemporary epistemology (e.g. Austin 1956; Stroud 1984;
DeRose 1996; Turri 2013a). Whether it’s art, athletics, oratory or inquiry,
we’re keen to assess how outcomes relate to the relevant abilities or powers.
Knowledge attributions are thus similar to other credit attributions (Greco
2003).
Third, virtue epistemology solves a stubborn problem about the rela
tionship between knowledge and luck, “the Gettier problem,” which ana
lytic philosophers have discussed since the early 1960s, (Gettier 1963; Za
gzebski 1996; Greco 2003; Sosa 2007; for an overview of the problem, see
Turri 2012a). Gettier cases are conjured by following a recipe (Zagzebski
1994; compare Sosa 1991: 238). Start with a belief sufficiently well formed
that it would ordinarily qualify as knowledge. Then add an element of bad
luck that would ordinarily prevent the well formed belief from being true.
Finally add a dose of good luck that “cancels out the bad” so that the belief
ends up true anyhow. Philosophers claim that the irresistible intuition is that
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the agent in such a case lacks knowledge. Virtue theory offers an explana
tion for why knowledge is absent: the true belief doesn’t manifest the agent’s
intellectual powers. This fits seamlessly into a more general pattern of
“manifestation failure,” in which the outcome does not manifest the rele
vant power or ability (Turri 2011a, Turri 2012b).
Several challenges face virtue epistemology. For example, it purports to
explain certain intuitive facts about knowledge, but recent work has chal
lenged the robustness and significance of the relevant intuitions (Hazlett
2010, 2012; Myers-Schulz & Schwitzgebel 2013; Murray, Sytsma & Liven
good forthcoming; Turri forthcoming d; Starmans & Friedman 2012).
Moreover, some charge that it presupposes an empirically false cognitive
psychology (Alfano 2011; Olin & Doris 2013). And some complain that a
key component of the theory, “manifestation,” is uninformative, obscure, or
intuitively inadequate to the task (e.g. Murphy 1988; Levin 2004; Roberts &
Wood 2007; Pritchard 2009; Church 2013; Jarvis 2013; Pritchard &
Kallestrup forthcoming).
This chapter describes several theoretical and empirical results relevant
to assessing these challenges and identifying areas for future research. Virtue
epistemology, in its most popular and recognizable contemporary forms,
does not survive the ordeal. Instead, what emerges is a leaner theory of
knowledge that is more empirically adequate, better captures the ordinary
conception of knowledge, and is ripe for cross-fertilization with cognitive
science. I call this view abilism.
2. Truth, belief and reliability
Leading virtue epistemologists defend the view that knowledge is true belief
manifesting reliable intellectual virtue or ability (Zagzebski 1996; Sosa 2007;
Greco 2010). But recent work in philosophy and psychology challenges the
three italicized aspects of this theory of knowledge: truth, belief, and relia
bility.
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2.1. Truth

Allan Hazlett (2010, 2012) argues that the ordinary concept of knowledge
does not require truth. In other words, the ordinary concept of knowledge
is not factive. In support of this view, Hazlett appeals to patterns in ordinary
judgments about knowledge, which seem to involve natural and familiar
non-factive usage (e.g. “At that moment, I knew I was about to die — but
then I was saved”). Hazlett argues that a charitable interpretation of this
data involves a non-factive conception of knowledge. Based on this, Hazlett
proposes that knowledge is (roughly) reliably produced belief and that epis
temologists should not concern themselves with ordinary usage or the ordi
nary concept of knowledge, because the philosophically interesting notion
of knowledge is factive.
Virtue epistemologists could accept Hazlett’s argument at face value
and satisfy themselves with investigating knowledge in some technical sense
that does require truth. But I seriously doubt that this will seem attractive to
them. Rather, my sense is that they are interested in theorizing about the
epistemic status we ordinarily think about, talk about, and value — namely,
knowledge. For my part, this is what I’m interested in.
There are several more direct responses available. First, one might show
that a charitable interpretation of the data needn’t involve positing literal
and competent applications of a non-factive conception of knowledge. I
have done this on theoretical grounds (Turri 2011b) and recent experimen
tal studies have yielded corroborating results (e.g. Buckwalter, under review).
Second, one might show that knowledge ordinarily understood doesn’t re
semble reliably produced belief and, moreover, that truth is an extremely
important part of knowledge ordinarily understood. Recent work supports
this claim (Turri & Friedman 2014; Turri forthcoming a). Third, one might
argue that even if knowledge is non-factive, we can still achieve the benefits
of standard virtue-theoretic definitions of knowledge. I have developed this
approach, arguing that it is, at worst, a very small concession to allow
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knowledge of literally false but approximately true claims (Turri forthcom
ing b, forthcoming c). Indeed, I suspect that allowing for such approxima
tion better approximates the actual features of knowledge. No argument
has ever been given for supposing that knowledge requires strict truth,
rather than approximate truth.
The first amendment I propose to the standard virtue-theoretic defini
tion, then, is this: knowledge is approximately true belief manifesting intellec
tual virtue.
2.2. Belief

For decades contemporary epistemologists have treated it as an intuitive da
tum that knowledge entails belief (e.g. Chisholm 1989). But this assumption
is not uncontroversial in the history of epistemology (e.g. Radford 1966,
Plato’s Republic 477ff). And recently several philosophers have made a strong
case that knowledge does not entail belief. Multiple experimental studies
have shown that people are often perfectly willing to ascribe knowledge in
the absence of belief (Myers-Shulz & Schwitzgebel 2013; Murray, Sytsma &
Livengood forthcoming). In some cases, the vast majority of people who at
tribute knowledge decline to attribute belief. Unless people are deeply con
fused about knowledge and belief, then these results provide strong evidence
that knowledge does not entail belief. And if knowledge does not entail be
lief, then standard virtue-theoretic definitions of knowledge are false.
How might virtue epistemologists respond? They could accept the find
ings at face value and satisfy themselves with theorizing about knowledge in
some technical sense that does require belief. But, as mentioned above, I am
unaware of any support for this type of response among virtue epistemolo
gists. In any event, I am uninterested in such a response. Virtue epistemolo
gists could argue that the findings should be discounted because they are
untrustworthy, the result of noisy data or suspect methodology. But the re
sults have been replicated multiple times by different research teams using
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diverse stimuli and experimental designs. Virtue epistemologists could argue
that the findings should be discounted because they result from error and
confusion. If error and confusion are responsible, it runs deep and wide.
But no evidence has been produced that this is happening. In any event, I
strongly prefer to avoid positing an error theory of disturbing proportion.
Subsequent work has made considerable progress in explaining the con
cept of belief, why knowledge does not require belief and, more impor
tantly, what knowledge does require (Buckwalter, Rose & Turri forthcoming;
see also Rose, Buckwalter & Turri under review; Turri, Rose, & Buckwalter
under review; Buckwalter & Turri under review a; Buckwalter & Turri un
der review b). Belief ordinarily understood is connected with feeling or emo
tional commitment in a way that knowledge is not. As William James wrote, “In
its inner nature belief . . . is a sort of feeling more allied to the emotions
than to anything else” (James 1889: 21; see also Hume 1748 on belief as a
feeling). It turns out that knowledge is not essentially connected with feeling
in this way, which is why it does not — indeed, cannot — require belief. But
even though knowledge does not require belief in this sense, there is every
indication that it does require a “thinner” assertive representational state.
This thinner state corresponds with what might ordinarily be described as
thinking that something is true. If you know something, then although you might
not believe it’s true, you nevertheless must think it’s true. For convenience, this
thinner state has been stipulatively dubbed thin belief.
The second amendment I propose to the standard virtue-theoretic defi
nition, then, is this: knowledge is approximately true thin belief manifesting
intellectual virtue.
2.3. Reliability

Decades of research in social psychology taught us counterintuitive but
valuable lessons about the determinants of human behavior. Situational fac
tors infuence our behavior to an extent that commonsense wouldn’t predict
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and which is shocking upon refection (e.g. Hartshorne & May 1928; Mil
gram 1974; Darley & Batson 1973). Although people’s behavior is fairly
consistent over time in very similar situations, it can be highly inconsistent
across situations that differ in ways that we might ordinarily think are in
significant (Mischel & Peake 1982). Moreover, the predictive value of situa
tional variables can exceed the predictive value of (what we take to be) a
person’s traits such as honesty or generosity. Indeed the predictive value of
traits can be startlingly low (Ross & Nisbett 1991: 95).
It’s been two decades now since philosophers began seriously coming to
grips with the social psychological findings (Flanagan 1991; Doris 1998;
Harman 1999; Doris 2002). Gilbert Harman and John Doris clarified the
findings’ dramatic importance for ethical theory, especially traditional
forms of virtue ethics which presuppose that people have character traits
underwriting long-term, stable, and robust dispositions to be motivated and
act in particular ways. Do people have such character traits, such as honesty
and compassion? Harman and Doris boldly suggested that decades of psy
chological science are relevant to answering this question, and they con
cluded that the science warrants a negative verdict.
Philosophers have recently extended the situationist challenge from
virtue ethics to virtue epistemology (Alfano 2011; Olin & Doris 2013). They
claim that cognitive psychology provides evidence that human cognition is
highly contextually variable and, in many cases, unreliable. Just consider the
litany of biases and foibles enumerated in textbooks on judgment and deci
sion making — the availability bias, the confirmation bias, the anchoring
bias, the false consensus effect, base-rate neglect, the conjunction fallacy,
etc. If situationists are right about this, then standard virtue-theoretic defini
tions of knowledge have implausible skeptical consequences. For these defi
nitions say that knowledge requires intellectual virtue, and intellectual
virtues must be reliable. If we aren’t reliable, then we don’t have virtues;
and if we don’t have virtues, then we don’t have knowledge. In short, just as
traditional virtue ethics presupposes an empirically inadequate moral psy
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chology, it looks like (non-skeptical) virtue epistemology presupposes an em
pirically inadequate cognitive psychology.
I am not convinced that cognitive psychology shows what these situa
tionists say that it shows (Turri forthcoming c). But suppose that situationists
dig deeper and convince us that our best cognitive science shows that we get
things wrong more often than not. Certainly this is possible and, in fact, I
wouldn’t be too surprised if it turned out to be true. Would we conclude
that a wide-ranging skepticism is true?
I wouldn’t, for two reasons. First, there is no evidence that knowledge
must be reliably produced. Philosophers have simply assumed that knowl
edge requires reliability, without offering any evidence in support of this as
sumption. Second, there is good evidence that unreliably produced knowl
edge is not only possible but actual (Turri forthcoming d; Turri 2012c). On
the one hand, lots of our knowledge is due to explanatory reasoning and ex
planatory reasoning seems to get it wrong at least as often as it gets it right.
On the other hand, many achievements in life much more impressive than
knowledge don’t require reliable abilities, so it stands to reason that knowl
edge doesn’t require reliable abilities either. Knowledge needn’t proceed
from intellectual virtues. Instead it can also proceed from cognitive powers
or abilities that are less reliable and more common than intellectual virtues.
Some philosophers have suggested that “commonsense” or “folk” epis
temology is implicitly a form of proto-reliabilism (Dretske 1981: 92ff, p.
249, n.8; Sosa 1991: 100; Goldman 1993: 271). If true, this proto-reliabilist
hypothesis would provide some motivation for its namesake in the profes
sional literature. But an actual investigation of commonsense knowledge
judgments revealed strong evidence against the proto-reliabilist hypothesis
(Turri under review). It turns out that folk epistemology fully embraces the
possibility of unreliable knowledge.
I accept the following metaphysical thesis about powers in general:
If a person possesses an ability/power to produce an outcome (of a certain
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type and in conditions of a certain sort), then when he exercises that abil
ity/power (in those conditions), he produces the relevant outcome at a rate
exceeding chance.

The basic intuition here is that abilities and powers are understood relative
to a baseline of chance. Being unreliable obviously differs from being un
able and, on any plausible way of approximating the chance rate, there is
going to be a margin between chance rates of success and succeeding reli
ably. You are enabled or empowered to produce an outcome to the extent that
your prospect of producing it exceeds chance. If you succeed at a rate no
better than chance, then you lack the relevant ability or power. And if you
succeed at a rate worse than chance, then you are disabled or enfeebled: you’re
better off just trusting to luck than relying on your own efforts. Approach
ing matters from a slightly different angle, when relying on luck is your best
strategy, you are helpless. Empowerment is the antithesis of helplessness. To
the extent that you are enabled or empowered, your helplessness diminishes.
Applied to cognition, this theory of powers yields the following view:
If a person possesses a cognitive ability/power to detect the truth (of a cer
tain sort when in certain conditions), then when she exercises that ability
and forms a (thin) belief (on relevant matters and in relevant conditions),
she will form a(n approximately) true belief at a rate exceeding chance.

This leads to the third and final amendment I propose to the definition we
began with: knowledge is approximately true thin belief manifesting cognitive
ability. I endorse this theory of knowledge, which I call abilism.
3. Knowledge and luck
3.1. Gettier cases

Abilism and virtue epistemology solve the Gettier problem in exactly the
same way. In each case, the diagnosis is that the Gettier subject has a true
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belief, but the true belief does not manifest the subject’s intellectual virtue
or cognitive ability.
This solution presupposes that a Gettier subject does not know. Many
philosophers have long maintained that this verdict is completely obvious.
But some philosophers have dissented (Sartwell 1992, Hetherington 2013,
and, in a different way, Turri 2012b). Moreover, recent work has suggested
that the dissident minority represents the ordinary way of understanding
Gettier cases (Starmans & Friedman 2012). In particular, people tend to at
tribute knowledge when a “Gettier subject” initially detected a truth-maker
for her belief, even if the explanation for why her belief remains true
changes in dramatic and unnoticed ways. The basic finding has been repli
cated multiple times in followup work (Turri 2013b; Nagel, San Juan & Mar
2013, in light of Starmans & Friedman 2013). Is this a problem for abilism?
It needn’t be a problem, for three reasons. Each of these reasons is sup
ported by theoretical and empirical findings. First, perhaps it’s easier than
philosophers have supposed for a true belief to manifest cognitive ability.
That is, it could be that the definition of knowledge is correct but philoso
phers incorrectly applied it to these cases. Second, and relatedly, the “Get
tier” cases in question differ importantly from Gettier’s original cases, so
what is obviously true about Gettier’s originals might not be obviously true,
or true at all, of the cases in question (as Starmans and Friedman explain;
see also Turri, Buckwalter & Blouw under review). Indeed, philosophers
have been shockingly careless in continually lumping cases with radically
different structures under the heading of “Gettier case” (Blouw, Buckwalter
& Turri forthcoming). Third, these cases inevitably involve complex ex
planatory relations, so perhaps people’s knowledge attributions signify a fail
ure to process important details, at least to some extent.
This third point requires some elaboration. As mentioned above, we
can think of Gettier cases as having a tripartite structure: start with a belief
sufficiently well formed that it would ordinarily qualify as knowledge, then
add an element of bad luck that would ordinarily prevent the well formed
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belief from being true, followed by a dose of good luck that cancels out the
bad. In order to help people appreciate the underlying tripartite structure of
Gettier cases, I conducted an experiment where one group of people to
read a story presented in three stages, which thematized the underlying tri
partite structure, while a control group read the same case presented all at
once instead of in three stages. Whereas people in the control group attrib
uted knowledge roughly half the time (48%), people who read the triparti
tioned story attributed knowledge significantly less frequently (29%) (Turri
2013b). This is some evidence that virtue epistemologists have correctly
identified the relevant causal structure of Gettier cases that inhibits knowl
edge.
3.2. Fake barn cases

A common objection to the standard virtue-theoretic definition of knowl
edge is that it faces a class of obvious and stubborn counterexamples known
as “fake barn” cases (Goldman 1976 introduced the case into the literature;
it is credited to Carl Ginet). In a fake barn case, the agent (“Henry” in the
original) perceptually detects an object (a barn in the original) and this per
ceptual relation remains intact throughout. It is then revealed that the agent
currently inhabits an environment filled with numerous fakes (“pa
pier-mâché facsimiles of barns” in the original), which look just like real
ones. Some philosophers claim that we are “strongly inclined” to deny
knowledge in such cases (Goldman 1976; see also Chisholm 1989: 93,
Pritchard 2005, Prichard 2014: ch. 6). But because the agent forms a true
belief by exercising his highly reliable perceptual faculties, virtue epistemol
ogy and abilism entail that the agent has knowledge, which is interpreted as
a straightforward counterexample to the view (Pritchard 2009, 2012).
Virtue epistemologists have addressed such cases at length, by either
trying to show why their view does not deliver a verdict of knowledge (Sosa
1991: 238-9; Greco 2010: 76ff; see also Jarvis 2013), or developing explana
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tions for why a verdict of knowledge might seem counterintuitive despite
being correct (Sosa 2007: lectures 2 and 5). But the correct response is to
simply point out that knowledge is present in such cases and that there is
nothing counterintuitive about this verdict (Turri 2011). It is intuitively cor
rect and perfectly natural to attribute knowledge in such cases. The critic’s
intuitive judgment is idiosyncratic and mistaken.
This is not mere speculation or an intuitional stalemate. Intuitions
about fake barn cases have been tested directly and people tend to attribute
knowledge (Colaco et al. forthcoming). More generally, in cases where an
agent perceives something that makes her belief true, and this perceptual
relation remains intact, people overwhelmingly attribute knowledge, even
when lookalikes pose a salient threat to the truth of the agent’s belief (Turri,
Buckwalter & Blouw under review). Indeed, commonsense basically views
these as paradigm instances of knowledge, with rates of knowledge attribution
often exceeding 80%.
Abilism and virtue epistemology both predict that agents in fake barn
cases know, which turns out to be the correct verdict. From a certain per
spective, this can seem like a bold prediction whose surprising truth re
dounds greatly to the theory’s credit. But to claim such credit would be
cheating, I think, because the perspective in question is warped through
overexposure to discussion of fake-barn cases in contemporary epistemol
ogy. Claiming credit here grants far too much weight to a perspective con
stituted by idiosyncratic intuitions about fanciful cases. We make no
progress in inquiry by catering to such intuitions. They who blind them
selves by walking willfully into the darkness become no more perceptive by
stumbling back into the light.
4. Commonsense metaphysics and causal cognition
Standard virtue epistemology and abilism both define knowledge as a cer
tain sort of representational state (belief or thin belief) that manifests a rele
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vant feature of the knower (reliable virtue or cognitive ability). Some com
mentators have wondered whether the manifestation relation is clear enough
to bear the theoretical load assigned to it (Levin 2004) or, worse, whether it
is just superfuous jargon (Jarvis 2013: 549, n. 4). As far as I can tell, neither
charge withstands scrutiny.
But let me first say that I attach no importance to the name ‘manifesta
tion’. It is a convenient label for an certain intimate relation that obtains be
tween powers and outcomes, and I’m happy to relinquish it if comes across
as jargon that interferes with effective communication or theorizing. In my
own experience, there seems to be widespread agreement on when the rela
tion is present and when it isn’t. Indeed, I suspect that the competent use of
transitive verbs in natural language presupposes skill at recognizing the rela
tion.
Abstractly put my view is that, for at least many transitive verbs, V,
there is a difference between V-ing something and merely causing it to be
V-ed. The former entails the latter, but not vice versa. V-ing something con
sists in the relevant outcome manifesting the agent’s relevant power,
whereas merely causing it to be V-ed does not. To take a specific example,
consider the verb ‘break’. Breaking something is one thing, causing some
thing to be broke another. The former entails the latter, but not vice versa.
If I smash the vase into the wall, I break it; it’s shattering manifests my
physical strength. By contrast, if I, physically incapacitated, pay you to
smash it into the wall, you break it, not me, even though I caused it to be
broken. Similar remarks apply to countless other verbs, such as ‘trap’,
‘paint’, ‘count’, ‘heat’, ‘lift’, etc.
I submit that ‘know’ is just another verb that works this way (a point an
ticipated in Turri 2011a, 2011c, and 2012b). ‘Know’ is the most general
verb we have for picking out a cognitive relation of interest to us, namely,
having one’s cognitive abilities manifest in the acquisition of (approxi
mately) true thin belief (compare Williamson 2000: ch. 1). Verbs naming
more specific cognitive relations of this sort include ‘detect’, ‘discover’ and
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‘remember’. A correct theory of knowledge features the manifestation rela
tion because the correct theory of the relation picked out by ‘know’ impli
cates the manifestation relation. The fact that ‘know’ fits this pattern makes
the inclusion of manifestation in a theory of knowledge informative and nonsuperfuous.
Personal experience, refection, and social observation make me confi
dent of my claims here about the use of transitive verbs and the intuitive re
lation of manifestation. But more is, and should be, required to substantiate
my claims to the community of researchers working on these questions. To
that end, I conducted a preliminary experiment to test whether people reli
ably apply verbs in the way my view predicts.
The experiment focused on ordinary non-epistemic verbs and the re
sults are encouraging. In a between-subjects design, people read a simple
story about an artifact, either a microwave or a trap. The microwave story
was based on thought experiments I proposed in earlier work (e.g. Turri
2012b: 256). It begins with a glass of water sitting in a microwave. The
“normal” and “abnormal” versions of the story then continue differently.
(Normal) The microwave starts and draws electricity through its power
cord. The microwave sends microwaves that enter the glass and penetrate
the water molecules. Soon the water is very hot.
(Abnormal) The microwave short-circuits and the electrical outlet starts on
fire. The fire spreads quickly through the kitchen and engulfs the glass of
water. Soon the water is very hot.

People were then asked which option better described what happened in the
story:
The microwave heated the water.
The microwave merely caused the water to get hot.

The first option uses the transitive verb ‘heat’ to describe the microwave’s
relation to the water. The second option uses a derivative causative con
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struction instead.
On my view, the microwave heats the water in the normal case but not
in the abnormal case. Moreover, on my view, the correct application of
‘heat’ implicates recognition of the manifestation relation. So I predict that
people will tend to select the first option for the normal story, whereas they
will tend to select the second option for the abnormal story. And this is ex
actly what happened: 71% of people selected the first option for the normal
story, compared to 14% for the abnormal story. A very similar pattern of
response emerged for the normal and abnormal versions of the cage story:
75% of people said that the cage “trapped” a rat in the normal story, com
pared to 11% for the abnormal story. (Email me for more details on this
work-in-progress.)
The work on Gettier cases discussed earlier provides evidence that peo
ple apply ‘know’ in the way my theory predicts. Indeed, I view Gettier’s
original cases as the epistemic analogues of the “abnormal” artifact cases
described above. While further investigation into the matter is required and
ongoing, I suspect it’s no coincidence that typically around 10-15% of peo
ple attribute knowledge in cases like Gettier’s originals, whereas about 80%
attribute knowledge in closely matched control cases. This is remarkably
similar to the rates at which people used, or withheld use, of the non-epis
temic transitive verbs in the experiment reported above. Overall, the cur
rent evidence supports my view that ‘know’ is the verb we use to mark the
presence of the familiar manifestation relation for cognitive performances.
More importantly, this all points to an intriguing possibility related to
recent work by Fiery Cushman and Liane Young (2011). Cushman and
Young provided evidence that representations, distinctions and patterns ex
hibited in moral judgment derive from general non-moral psychological
mechanisms, including processes of causal cognition. My view is that some
thing similar is true for epistemological judgment, namely, that it inherits
some of its most important properties from general non-epistemological
psychological mechanisms and representations, such as manifestation and ex
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planatory nondeviance. Questions in this area will remain at the top of my re
search agenda moving forward.
5. Conclusion
My current view is that the theory of knowledge proposed here, abilism,
captures the ordinary concept of knowledge and is the clearest, most accu
rate, and informative philosophical definition of knowledge available. But
even if this is correct, it certainly does not mark the end of inquiry into
knowledge, because abilism is also a thoroughly naturalistic theory. It identi
fies in broad outline a real, objective relation suited for scientific investiga
tion: powers producing outcomes. Further insight into the nature of knowl
edge and knowledge-attributions will come from theoretically informed cog
nitive science. If I am right, then something akin to Quine’s (1969, 1990) vi
sion for epistemology is upon us, though for reasons quite unlike those
Quine identified.
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